
READING Is a SUPERPOWER with 
Spotlight graphic novels & comic books!

Here are some of the projects you can give to your 
students to make comics educational and enjoyable!

CHARACTER RESEARCH 
• Character Graph – Use the handout provided on page 2 to research information about a character from 

the books.  Page 3 provides teachers with the answer key.

• Trivia Questions – Use the handout provided on page 4 to have students work independently, with a 
partner, or in a small group to research the trivia questions.  Page 5 provides teachers with the answer 
key.

CREATIVE WRITING PROJECTS
• Create an Alien Species – Use the handout from page 6 to provide students the questions to answer in 

order to create the background information on their own alien species. 

• Create a Graphic Novel – Use the handout from page 7 to form small groups and ask the groups to 
create their own graphic novels over the course of a week.

GLOSSARY WORDS
• A teacher reference list of all 5th and 6th grade level words found in the books with defi nitions is 

provided on pages 8-14.  Please use as you like. 

• Vocabulary Matching – Use the handout on page 15 as a game for students to match words to 
defi nitions.  Answer sheet is on page 16. 

• Vocabulary Words – Use the sheet on page 17 to have students research and become comfortable 
using a dictionary to fi nd the defi nitions of words.  An answer sheet is on page 18.

STAR WARS TERMINOLOGY
• Do you feel lost when your students talk about Star Wars? Use the Star Wars specifi c terminology list 

on pages 19-20 to stay in the loop!  This list of vocab words include the names, places, and technology 
included in this set of Star Wars books. A full list of all Star Wars terms is also available in a separate 
Teacher’s Guide for you to download.

Comic book text is short, but that doesn’t 
mean students don’t learn a lot from it!  
Comic books and graphic novels can be 

used to teach reading processes and 
writing techniques, such as pacing, 

as well as expand vocabulary.  
Use this PDF to help students get more 

out of their comic book reading. 

STAR WARS: EPISODE I THE PHANTOM MENACE



CHARACTER RESEARCH
Star Wars

Directions: Choose one of the characters below and use the Internet to fi nd the information and fi ll
out the character graph.

Anakin Skywalker
Padmé Amidala
Obi-Wan Kenobi

Yoda
Darth Sidious  

ou

A

O

.

Side He/She
Fights For:

Allies:

Write any other interesting information about the character:

Appearance:

Enemies:

CHARACTER NAME:

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––



CHARACTER RESEARCH-CHARACTER GRAPH ANSWERS
Star Wars

CHARACTER NAME:  Anakin Skywalker
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Jedi Knights on the side of the Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: Human Jedi, wears a Jedi robe
ALLIES:  Obi-Wan Kenobi and Senator Amidala
ENEMIES:  Count Dooku and Darth Sidious
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER. Answers will vary but may include: 
Anakin became a Jedi and fought for the Galactic Republic until he was seduced by the dark side 
and became a Dark Lord.

CHARACTER NAME: Padmé Amidala
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Galactic Republic 
APPEARANCE: Human
ALLIES:  Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker
ENEMIES: Count Dooku and Darth Sidious
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary but may include: 
She secretly married Anakin Skywalker and died while giving birth to Luke Skywalker and Leia 
Organa.

CHARACTER NAME:  Obi-Wan Kenobi
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Jedi Knights on the side of the Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: Human Jedi, wears a Jedi robe
ALLIES:  Qui-Gon Jinn and Queen Amidala
ENEMIES: Count Dooku and Darth Sidious
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  Yoda
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Jedi Knights on the side of the Galactic Republic
APPEARANCE: Yoda’s species is not named, they are small humanoids with sharp, elfi n ears, ridges 
on their foreheads, and three-fi ngered hands. Their leathery skin and blood is green. 
ALLIES:  Obi-Wan Kenobi and Mace Windu
ENEMIES: Count Dooku and Darth Sidious
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary

CHARACTER NAME:  Darth Sidious
SIDE HE/SHE FIGHTS FOR:  Dark Side
APPEARANCE: Human 
ALLIES:  Darth Plagueis and Darth Maul
ENEMIES:  Queen Amidala and the Jedi Order
WRITE ANY OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHARACTER.  Answers will vary



TRIVIA QUESTIONS
Star Wars

1. What was the name of R2-D2’s sidekick?

2. What was the code name for the Rebel base on 
planet Hoth?

3. What creatures do the “Sand People” ride?

4. Who was Luke Skywalker’s father?

5. What is the name of the spacecraft that Han Solo 
commands?

6. What is mined on the planet Bespin?

7. Where do Gungans live?

8. Who is Han Solo’s fi rst mate?



TRIVIA QUESTIONS-ANSWERS
Star Wars

1.  What was the name of R2-D2’s sidekick?
C-3PO

2. What was the code name for the Rebel base on 
planet Hoth?
Echo Base

3. What creatures do the “Sand People” ride?
Banthas

4. Who was Luke Skywalker’s father?
Anakin Skywalker who became Darth Vader

5. What is the name of the spacecraft that Han Solo 
commands?
Millennium Falcon

6. What is mined on the planet Bespin?
Tibanna Gas

7. Where do Gungans live?
In underwater cities on Naboo

8. Who is Han Solo’s fi rst mate?
Chewbacca



Create an Alien Species
You can create an alien species fi t for Star Wars.  

On a separate sheet of paper, answer the following questions:

WHO ARE YOU?
What’s your species’s name?  Describe & draw your planet.  Describe & draw 
vehicles your hero uses, if any.

WHAT ARE YOU?
What kind of alien are you?  Do you have special features, abilities, or language? 

WHO ELSE IS THERE?
List the names of your archenemies, friends & allies, and the loved ones in your 
character’s life.

HOW DID YOU START?
How did your alien species get started?  Describe your origins, your planet, your 
hero’s motivation, and other parts of your hero’s story.



Create a GRAPHIC NOVEL
It takes many people to create a graphic novel.  Writers and artists 

bring their talents together to create an illustrated story.  You can work 
with your classmates to create a graphic novel.  

Here’s what you need:

1. WRITERS - choose an author or two to write the story.  Authors will work 
with the pencillers to decide narration, dialog, panel divisions, pacing, and 
descriptions of the art.

2. PENCILLERS - choose artists to draw the panels in pencil.  Pencillers will 
work with the authors to draw exactly what they envision.  Pencillers will 
also work with letterers to provide enough space for the text and sound 
effects.

3. INKERS - choose artists with a steady hand to outline the panels and 
important art in them.  Inkers will work with the pencillers to decide what 
needs bold outlines. 

4. COLORISTS - choose detail-oriented people to color the inked panels.  
Colorists have to keep colors consistent throughout the panels.  Colorists 
will work with writers and pencillers to get the correct colors in the panels. 

5. LETTERERS - choose someone to insert the narration and dialog into the 
panels.  Letterers work with pencillers to make sure there is enough room 
for the text.  Letterers also work with the writers to make sure the text is 
in the correct place. 

6. PRODUCTION MANAGER - one person will need to oversee the entire 
project.  He or she will coordinate the different team members and make 
sure they are able to talk to each other.  The production manager will 
also create a schedule and make sure each team member follows it to 
complete the novel.



Glossary Words
Episode I The Phantom Menace - Vol. 1 –  78 terms

accelerate - to speed up.
ambassadors - people of high rank sent to represent one government to another.
apprentice - a person who learns a trade or a craft from a skilled worker.
approval - permission to do something.
assume - to take as true.
assurances - statements made to make another person more sure of something.
banished - drove out or offi cially required to leave a country.
blockade - the cutting off of an area by soldiers or ships. A blockade prevents supplies and people from 
going into or out of an area.
bogged - stuck in.
boycott - when someone refuses to deal with a person, a store, or an organization until it agrees to certain 
terms.
captive - someone who is captured and held against his or her will.
chancellor - a high-ranking government offi cial or judge.
clumsy - without grace or skill; awkward.
commended - spoken of with approval.
communications - a system for transferring knowledge and news.
concentration - the act of thinking hard.
condone - to accept something.
cooperate - to work together.
core - the central or innermost part.
debates - to argue about a question or a topic.
demands - things asked for with strong feeling.
dispatched - sent away quickly for a certain purpose.
dispute - a difference of opinion; argument.
disrupt - to break up or throw into disorder.
distract - to cause a person to lose focus or direction.
elusive - hard to pursue or fi nd.
encounter - a meeting by chance.
engulfed - completely surrounded or covered.
expense - something given up for something else.
fl eet - a group of ships and airplanes under one command.
franchise - the right to sell goods or services in a certain area.
galactic - relating to a galaxy, which is one of the very large groups of stars that make up the universe.
galaxy - one of the very large groups of stars that make up the universe.
gangsters - members of a group of criminals.
generator - a machine that change mechanical energy into electrical energy.
gratitude - the feeling of being thankful.
greedy - wanting more than one needs.
grind - to make into small pieces by crushing.
guardian - someone who takes care of another person or another person’s property.
hangar - a large building where airplanes are stored and fi xed.
incident - an event or happening that may form part of a larger event.
invasion - the act of entering by force or as an enemy to attack.
legal - relating to the law.
legitimize - to make legal.
logic - the science dealing with rules of correct reasoning and with proof by reasoning.
loyal - faithful to someone or something.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Episode I The Phantom Menace - Vol. 1 - 78 terms
Continued...

menace - a threatening or dangerous person or thing.
mission - a goal.
naïve - simple or uninformed.
negotiate - to work out an agreement about the terms of something.
oblivion - lacking attention.
occupation - the act of taking possession of and control of an area.
outlying - far from a center or main body.
persuade - to infl uence.
phantom - something that seems to exist but does not.
plead - to make an emotional appeal.
pretense - a false show or appearance, usually to cover something up.
procedure - a certain course of action following orders.
ratifi ed - legally or offi cially approved.
recommendation - the act of giving advice or suggestions.
rely - to trust or count on.
resistance - the act of fi ghting against or opposing.
resolve - to fi nd an answer to or a way to fi x.
revoke - to cancel or make no longer valid.
schedule - a list of times when certain events will take place.
scheme - a regular or organized plan or pattern.
stunted - held back from the normal growth or progress of.
supreme - having the highest rank or greatest importance.
suspects - to believe that something is likely or possible.
symbiont - one of a pair living in close connection with another.
transmission - the act or process of sending over or passing along messages.
trivial - ordinary.
turmoil - extreme confusion or agitation.
urgent - needing to do something quickly.
volunteer - a person who offers to work or help without pay.
wager - bet; the act of betting something on a game.
weld - the joining of pieces by heating and hammering or pressing together.
withstand - to stand against; resist.
 



Glossary Words
Episode I The Phantom Menace - Vol. 2 – 63 terms

ally - a person, a group, or a nation united for some special purpose.
analysis - the separating of something into parts to learn what it is.
apprentice - a person who learns a trade or a craft from a skilled worker.
approve - to give permission for something.
assume - to take as true.
assure - to make another person sure of something.
attract - to draw or gather.
barter - to trade goods or services without using money.
catastrophic - relating to a very sad event.
chancellor - a high-ranking government offi cial or judge.
complicate - to make diffi cult.
concentrate - to think harder.
contestants - people who take part in a contest.
defense - the act of resisting attack.
defi nitely - knowing for sure; clearly or exactly.
diced - chopped into small cubes.
disturbance - something that interferes with or interrupts.
emergency - an unexpected event that requires immediate action.
generator - a machine that changes mechanical energy into electrical energy.
glorious - having great beauty or being wonderful.
grid - a set of metal bars that cross each other over an opening to prevent entry.
grueling - needing a lot of effort; tiring.
handmaiden - a female servant.
hard-pressed - barely able.
havens - places of safety and shelter.
highness - a title for people of high rank.
ignition - an electrical device for starting a vehicle.
indigenous - native to a certain place.
infections - something that enters and causes disease in.
instincts - natural knowledge of something.
invade - entering an area to capture or attack.
laser - a device that makes light travel in a narrow beam.
menace - a threatening or dangerous person or thing.
methodically - arranging or performing with a certain order.
mission - a goal.
negotiate - to work out an agreement about the terms of something.
outskirts - parts far from the center of a place.
phantom - something that seems to exist but does not.
plead - to make an emotional appeal.
prior - earlier in time or order.
protocol - the offi cial way to do something.
raiders - people who suddenly attack.
readout - an electronic device that shows information.
reckless - showing not enough caution.
refl exes - the power of acting with enough speed.
reigning - having power as a ruler.
relations - matters that bring one person or thing in contact with another.
revenge - to get even for or pay back by causing pain or harm.
revolves - centers on.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Episode I The Phantom Menace - Vol. 2 - 63 terms
Continued...

scavengers - people who collect usable things from what has been thrown away by others.
sparsely - having few and scattered parts.
sponsor - a person or group of people who support someone or something, often fi nancially.
stalled - stopped, usually by accident.
stranded - left somewhere without a way to leave.
supreme - having the highest rank or greatest importance.
thrust - a force from a jet or a rocket engine that moves the vehicle forward.
transmissions - things sent or passed along, such as messages.
unfortunately - having bad luck.
unleashes - to free as if from a leash.
wager - bet; the act of betting something on a game.
wary - very cautious.

 



Glossary Words
Episode I The Phantom Menace - Vol. 3 – 95 terms

accusations - statements that a person has committed a crime or an offense.
allegations - statements that have no proof.
alliance - a person, a group, or a nation united for a special purpose.
apprentice - a person who learns a trade or a craft from a skilled worker.
arena - a fi eld of activity.
ascertain - to fi nd out.
barter - to trade goods or services without using money.
baseless - having no basis in fact or truth.
behalf - in the interest of or as a representative of.
bureaucrats - members of a rule- or law-making group.
chancellor - a high-ranking government offi cial or judge.
circumstances - conditions at a certain time or place.
coincidence - when things happen at the same time by accident but seem to have a connection.
committee - a group of people who are chosen to do a certain job.
communicates - transmits information, thought, or feeling.
compassion - sympathy and a desire to help.
complicated - made diffi cult.
conceded - accepted as true or valid. 
conceived - to become pregnant with a child.
concentration - the strength of something.
concurs - to agree.
condemned - pronounced guilty of something.
confi dent - feeling trust or faith in something.
confrontation - the act of bringing face-to-face.
corruption - the state of having dishonest of improper behavior.
courts - places where justice is carried out or trials are held.
deception - the act of causing someone to believe something not true. 
decoy - someone or something standing in place of another in a dangerous situation.
defer - to delay until a future time; postpone.
defy - to challenge or confront someone.
delegates - people chosen to represent others.
delegation - one or more people chosen to represent others.
democracy - a government ruled by the people.
determines - to be the cause of or reason for.
disrespect - lack of respect or courtesy.
distressed - worried or troubled.
encounter - a meeting by chance.
engulfed - completely surrounded or covered.
eventually - fi nally; after a while.
extinct - no longer existing.
galaxy - one of the very large groups of stars that make up the universe.
gamble - to bet money or other things on games.
generator - a machine that changes mechanical energy into electrical energy.
gravest - most serious, solemn, or important.
greedy - wanting more than one needs.
handmaiden - a female servant.
hangar - a large building where airplanes are stored and fi xed.
identity - who or what a person or a thing is.
infl uence - power or ability to produce an effect on others.



GLOSSARY WORDS: Episode I The Phantom Menace - Vol. 3 - 95 terms
Continued...

installed - set up something for use.
intervene - to interfere in order to affect, change, or prevent. 
invasion - the act of entering by force or as an enemy to attack.
menace - a threatening or dangerous person or thing.
microscopic - able to be seen only through a microscope.
millennium - a period of 1,000 years.
mired - held back.
mutual - given and received in equal amount. 
nominated - chosen as a candidate for election.
oppression - harsh, cruel, or unfair use of power.
options - the power or right to choose; something that may be chosen.
outrageous - shocking.
pathetic - causing feelings of sorrow or sadness.
phantom - something that seems to exist but does not.
possession - ownership or control over.
presume - to take as true.
primitive - simple or not advanced.
procedure - a certain course of action following orders.
prophecy - a statement about what may be to come.
realistic - able to see things as they are and sensibly deal with them.
reality - a person, thing, or event that is real.
rebellious - tending to disobey authority or government. 
refer - to call attention to.
relay - to pass along.
release - to let go.
representative - someone who represents another or others.
resides - present as a part of something.
resolve - to fi nd an answer to or a way to fi x.
resources - any means of success or getting out of trouble.
rumored - told by a statement passed from person to person that has not been proved true.
sanity - having good health of the mind.
session - a meeting or set of meetings where a government body does business.
shuttle - a vehicle that travels a certain path regularly.
societies - groups of people joined together for a common purpose.
sovereignty - one that rules over others.
squabbling - arguing loudly for little or no reason.
stabilizers - something that makes another thing stable, fi xed, or fi rm.
supporter - one who supports something.
swindled - made money by deceiving someone.
symbiont - one of a pair living in close connection with each other.
tragedy - a very sad event.
unbeknown - happening without one knowing it.
unfortunately - having bad luck.
unravel - to solve.
validity - something being right or well grounded.
vergence - an unequal focus.
 



Glossary Words
Episode I The Phantom Menace - Vol. 4 – 51 terms

activate - to make active; to set in motion.
allying - a person, a group, or a nation uniting for some special purpose.
apprentice - a person who learns a trade or a craft from a skilled worker.
approve - to give permission to do something.
assembling - gathering together.
automatic - moving or acting by itself.
autopilot - a device for steering ships, aircraft, and spacecraft.
bypass - to go around without traveling through a place.
chancellor - a high-ranking government offi cial or judge.
combatant - a person who fi ghts or is ready to fi ght in battle.
confer - to give or grant.
containment - the state of having within.
council - a group that meets to make decisions, give advice, or discuss problems.
covenant - a formal agreement.
debate - a discussion or argument.
decoy - someone or something standing in place of another in a dangerous situation.
defi ance - the act of resisting boldly.
denied - refused to accept or allow.
destruction - the state of being destroyed.
dignitaries - people who have high rank or honor.
diversion - anything that causes a person to lose focus or direction; distraction.
en route - along the way to.
enabled - made possible.
energize - to give energy or power to.
foil - to stop someone from completing something.
franchise - the right to sell goods or services in a certain area.
galaxy - one of the very large groups of stars that make up the universe.
generator - a machine that changes mechanical energy into electrical energy.
hangar - a large building where airplanes are stored and fi xed.
immobilize - to make unable to move.
insurrection - an act that disobeys authority or government.
laser - a device that makes light travel in a narrow beam.
malfunction - to fail to operate properly.
menace - a threatening or dangerous person or thing.
occupation - the act of taking possession of and control of an area.
orbiting - to be moving around something else. 
penetrate - to pass through or enter.
phantom - something that seems to exist but does not.
plea - to make an emotional appeal.
primitives - members of groups from the earliest period in history.
prosperity - being successful or thriving.
pulsing - shivering or shaking; beating.
rages - to act or move with force or violence.
reactor - a device for the controlled letting out of energy.
regain - to get back; recover.
resistance - the act of fi ghting against or opposing.
resume - to start again after stopping; to return to.
sever - to pull apart or divide.
tense - showing strain or uncertainty.
transmitters - machines that send or pass along messages.
underground - done in secret.



VOCABULARY MATCHING
Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace

Directions:  Match the words to their defi nitions.

microscopic  ____  1)  the feeling of being thankful

condemned  ____  2)  simple or not advanced

gratitude   ______  3)  able to be seen only through a
                                                  microscope       

primitive  _______  4)  showing strain or uncertainty

validity   ________  5)  pronounced guilty of something

tense  __________  6)  something being right or well
                                                  grounded

Write a sentence using one of the words from above.



VOCABULARY MATCHING-ANSWERS
Star Wars: Episode I
The Phantom Menace

3

5

1

2
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4



VOCABULARY WORDS
Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace

Directions:  Write the defi nitions to the vocabulary words below.

delegates 

autopilot    

outskirts

swindled  

defi ance



VOCABULARY WORDS-ANSWERS
Star Wars

Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace
delegates - people chosen to represent others.
autopilot - a device for steering ships, aircraft, and spacecraft.
outskirts - parts far from the center of a place.
swindled - made money by deceiving someone.
defi ance - the act of resisting boldly.



Star Wars Terms
Episode I The Phantom Menace - 55 terms

astro droid - a robot that is used to maintain and repair starships; also called an astromech droid.
astromech droid - a robot that is used to maintain and repair starships; also called astro droids.  
battle droid - a robot that fi ghts in battles.
Boonta Race (Boonta Speeder Race, Boonta Eve Classic) - a yearly race that takes place on the planet 
Tatooine to celebrate the Boonta Eve holiday. Racers use speeders, which are vehicles that hover over the 
ground at high speed.
Congress of Malastare - congress of the planet Malastare.
Congress of the Republic - the decision-making group made up of people who represent the Galactic 
Republic; also called the Galactic Senate.
Coruscant - a planet in the center of the galaxy. It was the seat of government for the Galactic Republic 
and the Galactic Empire.
credits - trust in the future payment of purchased goods and services.
cyborg - a human with some body parts that are mechanical.
defl ector shield - a device that blocks weapons from hitting the object it is protecting.
destroyer droid - a heavy battle droid; also called a droideka.
droid - a robot.
droid armies - armies of robots used for battle.
Federation - a business and trade group at the time of the Galactic Republic; also called the Trade 
Federation.
Federation Army - an army of battle droids; also called Trade Federation Droid Army.
Galactic Republic - the galaxy government before the Galactic Empire was established; also called the 
Republic.
Galactic Senate - a decision-making group made up of senators, people who represent the Galactic 
Republic.
Gungan - a humanlike amphibian from the planet Naboo.
Gungan army - an army of Gungans.
hyperdrive - a device that allows starships to travel faster than the speed of light.
japor snippet - a good luck charm that Anakin Skywalker gives Padmé Amidala.
Jedi - a member of the Jedi Order who studies the Force.
Jedi Council - a group of 12 wise and powerful Jedi Masters elected to lead the Jedi.
Jedi Knight - the rank of Jedi in the Jedi Order before Jedi Master.
laser sword - a weapon of the Jedi that lets out a powerful beam of light. It is also called a lightsaber.
lightsaber - a weapon of the Jedi that lets out a powerful beam of light. It is also called a laser sword.
Macroon Mesa - a desert rock formation on the Mos Espa podracing track on planet Tattooine.
Moons of Iego - refers to 42 moons of planet Iego.
Mos Espa - a spaceport on planet Tatooine.
Naboo - a planet with plains, swamps, and seas.
Nubian - referring to humans native to planet Nubia.
podrace - a popular, dangerous sport practiced in the galaxy.
Podracer - a racing vehicle that is used in podraces; a pilot of a podracer.
power coupling - a device used to power objects on planets. It is also used to hold podracer engines 
together and transfer power between them.
probe droid - a robot used to gather and report information.
protocol droid - a robot used to assist high-ranking offi cials. It is often used as a translator. 
Republic - the galaxy government before the Galactic Empire was established; also called Galactic 
Republic.
Republic Credits - the main currency used in the Galactic Republic; also called Republic Dataries.
Republic Dataries - the main currency used in the Galactic Republic; also called Republic Credits.
senate - a decision-making group made up of people who represent their planet or system.



STAR WARS TERMS: Episode I The Phantom Menace - 55 terms
Continued...

Sith - a group that uses the dark side of the Force and tries to destroy the Jedi.
Sith Lord - a powerful master of Sith knowledge who uses the dark side of the Force.
spaceport - a place where space vehicles arrive and take off.
starship - a spaceship made for traveling between star systems.
Supreme Chancellor - the head of the government.
Tatooine - a desert planet and home world to Luke Skywalker.
Theed - the capital city on the planet Naboo.
Toydarian - of a species of bird-related beings from planet Toydaria.
Trade Federation - a business and trade group at the time of the Galactic Republic; also called the 
Federation.
Trade Federation Army - an army of battle droids; also called Trade Federation Droid Army.
trade franchise - trade rights or privileges.
Trade Viceroy - the leader of the Trade Federation.
transport - a small- or medium-sized spacecraft used for short trips.
Tusken Raiders - people of a culture that is native to planet Tatooine; also called Sand People or Tuskens.
viceroy - the leader of the Trade Federation


